
SafeRacks® Garment Rack
Assembly Instructions

Expandable

Helpful Tip:
Before you begin, it may be helpful to 

the posts and avoid confusion with the 
parts:        

First, insert top caps into 
unthreaded opening on all 
upper posts.         

Next, insert threaded feet 
into the smaller threaded 
openings on all lower posts.       

This will help you to locate the middle 
posts when assembling with the threaded 
inserts in step 1.         

Components:

Upper, Middle, & Lower Posts (x8 each) Expandable Hanger 
Rod (x2)

Top Shelf (x2)

Hook Rail (x2) Hanger Post Rail (x2) Small Shelf (x8) Shelf Liner (x4 Black, 
x4 Wood Grain)

Top Cap (x8) Threaded 
Foot (x8)

Threaded 
Insert (x16)

1/4-20 Bolt (x4) Washer (x4) Sleeve 
Pair (x40)

EXPANDS 57”-80”
(do not expand beyond marking on inner rod)

50LB CAPACITY
PER HANGER ROD

(when fully extended)

175LB CAPACITY
PER HANGER ROD

(with no extension)

100LB CAPACITY
PER SHELF

Cable Tie 
Base x2

Cable Tie x2

Drywall Anchor 
and Screw x2
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WARNING:
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Assemble post by using threaded insert to 
connect upper, middle posts, and lower post. 
Place top cap on upper post and threaded 
foot on lower post. Repeat for all 4 posts.    

Connect sleeve pairs to the bottom of each post and 
ensure they are of equal height. Slide lower shelf 
over post and secure to a snug fit at desired height. 
(NOTE: A rubber mallet can be used to ensure the 
shelves are tight.)         

Repeat for second, third, and fourth shelf  
at desired height until all four tiers of 
shelves are assembled and secure.  
(NOTE: The position of the third 
shelves determines where the lower 
hanger rod will go. Ensure they are of 
equal height on both sides of the 
garment rack.)         

Connect sleeve pairs at desired location and attach 
the hook rail and hanger post rail. Repeat for both 
sides of garment rack. (NOTE: The position of the 
hanger post determines where the upper hanger rod 
will go. Ensure they are of equal height on both sides 
of the garment rack.)       

Connect sleeve pairs at the top-most part of each 
post. Slide top shelves to each side of the garment 
rack and secure to a snug fit. (NOTE: Make sure both 
sides of the garment rack are  assembled before 
proceeding to Step 6. )       

Install expandable hanger rod to inner part of 
garment rack by using 2 washers and 2 screws. 
Repeat for lower expandable hanger rod.       

Expandable hanger rods allow garment rack to be 
extended anywhere between 57”-80”. Set garment 
rack extensions as desired based on your space.         

NOTE: Rotate the inner rod counterclockwise to 
loosen and clockwise to tighten. Fully tighten 
expandable rod after setting desired length         

*Position sleeves slightly 
above the notch, then 
compress and lower until 
secured to desired notch. 
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To secure your rack to a wall, first extend your 
rack to the desired length and mark the location 
where the vertical posts will be secured to the wall 
(attaching at rear inner post just below the top 
shelf is recommended).
1) Drive the plastic drywall anchor until the anchor 
is flush against the wall. 2) Secure the cable tie 
base to the wall by inserting the metal screw into 
the plastic anchor and tightening. Do not over 
tighten.
Repeat the steps above for the second cable tie 
base. Once both mounts are secured, use the 
provided cable ties to secure both posts to the wall.

NOTE: The cable ties can also be used on wire 
shelves instead of vertical posts to secure your 
rack to the wall.
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